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Abstract
In complex dynamic mul1-robot domains, there is a
set of individual robots that must coordinate
together through a centralized planner that
inevitably makes assump1ons based on a model of
the environment and the ac1ons of the individual.
Eventually, the individuals may encounter failures,
because the centralized planner’s models of the
states and ac1ons are incomplete and the
assump1ons it makes are incorrect. In this thesis, we
address the problem of what an individual robot
must do when faced with such failures and can no longer execute the plan generated
by the centralized planner.
While previous work has exclusively explored centralized approaches or decentralized
approaches for dynamic mul1-robot problems, it lacks the combina1on of a
centralized approach with intelligent planning individuals, whom are oCen found in
decentralized approaches. In centralized approaches, the focus has been on removing
the need for replanning through condi1onal planning and policy genera1ons, on
hierarchical decomposi1on to simplify the mul1-robot problem, or on predic1ng the
informa1onal needs of teammates. In decentralized approaches, the focus has been
on improving auc1oning algorithms, task decomposi1on, task assignment, and policy
genera1on. In this thesis, I contribute a novel intra-robot replanning algorithm for the
individual robots that autonomously handle failures with a set of pre-deﬁned plans. To
make local replanning feasible, I introduce a ra1onale-driven plan that provides the
reasoning behind the choices made by the centralized planner. The intra-robot
replanning algorithm then has a choice of how to ﬁx the plan, given the set predeﬁned plans and provided ra1onales, or of invoking the centralized planner. We can
improve this process by learning scores for the pre-deﬁned plans that are used by the
intra-robot replanning algorithm to improve the performance of the robot.
This thesis is mo1vated by my previous work with individual robot replanning and
centralized planners and the inability of their individual robots to handle failures. With
autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs), their approach to failures is to rise to the
surface of the ocean, message the centralized controller, and wait for a new plan. With
the Small-Size League soccer robots, their approach to failures is to con1nue, blindly
execu1ng a failing team plan, because taking at least some course of ac1on, even if
currently failing, can be beMer than inac1on in an adversarial domain. Of course,
con1nuing to execute a failing plan is an inadvisable approach, but the individual
soccer robots lacked the necessary individual intelligence to ﬁx the problem. These
domains share the common thread of relying on the centralized planner to provide
them with a new solu1on to handle failures. And, in doing so, they act ineﬃciently, are
slow to react, and oCen1mes have a higher cost in regard to the team's performance.
In this thesis, we describe our ra1onale-driven plan which details the reasoning for the
ac1ons and parameters chosen within the plan. We then explain our intra-robot
replanning algorithm which uses the ra1onale-driven plan to replan locally. We
evaluate the work with mul1ple domains in diﬀerent environments to provide
evidence of the eﬀec1veness and generality of our approach. We then describe our
method for learning and improving the intra-robot replanning algorithm. Lastly, we
discuss possible future work that can expand upon the work in this thesis.

